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Walker 

An Indiana utility filed a petition for authority to build a coal‐fired generating plant, and the Cause was 

assigned to the Chief ALJ. While presiding over the case he applied for a job with the utility. The 

Chairman of the Commission was aware of the Chief ALJ’s actions, and in fact aided the ALJ’s efforts by 

contacting the energy utility regarding the ALJ’s prospective employment. This occurred between April, 

2010 and August, 2010. While investigating this issue, emails were discovered between Jim Turner, who 

was a SVP of the energy utility’s parent and the Chairman regarding increased cost estimates for the 

IGCC Project. On February 24, 2010, the Chairman received communication from Jim Rogers, President 

of the utility’s parent, regarding revised cost estimates, and on October 5, 2010, communication was 

received from Jim Stanley, who was President of the Indiana utility regarding cost increases at the same 

project. On October 5, 2010, the Chairman received communication from Mike Reed, who had been 

Executive Director of the IURC, and then served as President of the utility, regarding settlement 

negotiations involving the IGCC project. All of these communications occurred while cases were 

pending, and none were disclosed as ex parte communications. On October 5, 2010, Governor Daniels 

fired the Chairman of the IURC. Duke put Storms, who they had hired, and Reed, on administrative 

leave, eventually firing both of them and Jim Turner left the utility as well. What followed were tens of 

articles on the front page of the Indianapolis Star, detailing various email discussions, Supreme Court 

disciplinary charges, and criminal charges. Many lessons were learned regarding the need for an explicit 

cooling off period and the dangers of bantering in emails. 

 

Zeller 

In terms of scandals California has had so many it's hard to choose but I'll focus on three of them: 1) 
Commissioner Peevey's attempt to get a research institute funded via a regulatory filing.  The President of 
the Commission for much of the first decade of the 21st Century wanted to ensure his place in history by 
using a settlement agreement with Pacific Gas & Electric to create a fund to finance a "green energy" 
research institute at UC Berkeley.  When the legislature found out about his "deal" they informed the 
Commission in unequivocal terms that only the legislature is authorized to impose taxes and that the 
proposed green energy institute could not be financed by California ratepayers.  President Peevey was 
required to testify before the legislature as a result of this incident. 2) The San Onofre Nuclear 
Plant  "back of the napkin" deal.  President Peevey met privately with representatives of Southern 
California Edison while he was at a conference in Poland.  At issue was how much Edison would be 
authorized to recover for its terminated nuclear plant at San Onofre. During the meeting Peevey and 
Edison settled on a figure of $3.4 billion that Edison would be authorize to recover.  Not only did the 
meeting violate the Commission's ex parte rules, it formed the basis of a settlement agreement that 
consumer groups and the Commission would eventually adopt.  After the deal was approved, information 
about the (unreported) ex parte contact was reported in the press.  Edison was fined by the Commission 
for the unreported contact and the settlement was set aside.  Eventually a revised settlement was 
approved after much public outcry and embarrassment of the Commission. 3) The judge shopping 
incident.  One of Pacific Gas & Electric's lobbyist decided to openly intervene in the selection of a judge 
that would hear an important rate case proceeding.  He sent an e-mail to one of President Peevey's 
advisors that specifically requested that Judge Long not be assigned to the case because PG&E 
considered him to be unsympathetic to utilities.  Information about this e-mail and other lobbying efforts 
regarding judge selections eventually surfaced in the press.  Chief ALJ Clopton was also involved in this 



lobbying effort.  Judge Clopton and several PG&E lobbyists lost their positions about this incident which 
led to further public dismay over the Commission's regulatory processes 

 

Miller 

Actor Scandal Outline  

 

1. The public comment requirement 

 

2. The use of paid individuals (ie actors) to feign support or opposition depending on the utilities 

objectives 

 

3. The use of fake support is neither unusual nor unique to New Orleans (Crowds on demand 

discussion) 

 

4. Lessons learned 

 

5. The effect on public comment going forward 

 



Denman 

FLORIDA PSC – WATCHDOG OR LAPDOG? 

 

1. Some history – From an elected to an appointed Commission in 1978. 

2. You are appointed to the PSC – no you’re not. 

3. The concerns about “regulatory capture.” 

4. Is there a “revolving door” problem? 

5. Recent recommendations to address concerns about regulatory capture. 

6. Lessons learned – Has the situation improved lately? 


